Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are performed from multiple agents towards a single victim. Essentially, all attacking agents generate multiple packets towards the victim to overwhelm it with requests, thereby overloading the resources of the victim. Since it is very complex and expensive to conduct a real DDoS attack, most organizations and researchers result in using simulations to mimic an actual attack. The researchers come up with diverse algorithms and mechanisms for attack detection and prevention. Further, simulation is good practice for determining the efficacy of an intrusive detective measure against DDoS attacks. However, some mechanisms are ineffective and thus not applied in real life attacks. Nowadays, DDoS attack has become more complex and modern for most IDS to detect. Adjustable and configurable traffic generator is becoming more and more important. This paper first details the available datasets that scholars use for DDoS attack detection. The paper further depicts the a few tools that exist freely and commercially for use in the simulation programs of DDoS attacks. In addition, a traffic generator for normal and different types of DDoS attack has been developed. The aim of the paper is to simulate a cloud environment by OMNET++ simulation tool, with different DDoS attack types. Generation normal and attack traffic can be useful to evaluate developing IDS for DDoS attacks detection. Moreover, the result traffic can be useful to test an effective algorithm, techniques and procedures of DDoS attacks.
Introduction
The success of any attack lies in the cooperation of the DDoS agents. The coop-Therefore, determining the various ways in which the researchers collect data for use in DDoS attack simulation is of importance in order to contribute towards enhancing the simulation methods or devising better replication mechanisms.
This study expands on the knowledge base by using the OMNET++ simulation tool to generate normal and attack traffic. The data gathered from this simulation can be used to formulate new intrusion detection systems (IDS) that are able to predict different DDoS attack types. The traffic generator also has a huge future potential as a tool for testing the accuracy of newly developed IDS.
The key contribution of this research is the identification of the need for a cloud DDoS attack dataset due to the lack of public dataset.
The paper is organized as the following: starting with a review of existing literature DDoS, including its definition, history, and its effects on computer systems. This section includes a brief review of the commonly used public DDoS datasets. Intrusion detection systems (IDS) are described by the different techniques that are employed by IDS, and their relative strengths and limitations. A detailed background of the study is then given, which provides descriptions of the most common types of DDoS attacks. Tools to prevent DDoS attacks are then described, which includes tools such as traffic simulation, DDoS datasets and traffic generators. Building up to this knowledge, different attack scenarios are then described, with sample parameters provided for each example.
Literature Review
Distributed denial of services abbreviated as DDoS refers to an attack consisting of a number of nodes attacking a single node at the same time interval with a specified number of messages [3] . In this type of attack, the single node is the target and it is being attacked by several systems that are already compromised.
The result is that the users are denied the services that are rendered by the target system hence the phrase "denial of services". The overwhelming messages directed towards the target machine causes the machine to shut down and the legitimate user suffers the loss of service. It is still a challenge to clearly distinguish between legitimate traffic and DDoS attack traffic [4] . The attack has a number of consequences. First, the efficiency of the site is significantly affected, the rep- DDoS assaults are security anomalies that threaten the operation of computer networks [5] . These attacks have resulted in the loss of vital data and equally colossal monetary value. While quantifiable DDOS assaults are rarely attainable from the real network setting, it is prudent to setup simulated DDoS assaults.
However, this approach is technically intensive in terms of configurations.
Another practical approach that security experts have adopted is the use of gadgets from the hacker's end. In this case, when the assault applications and network traffic are appropriately configured, the mockup will have similarities with the actual DDoS attacks. Although there are various assault gadgets, the most pertinent shortfall when it comes to adopting some of these tools were developed when cyber-attacks were gaining momentum. On the other hand, current cyber-attacks are highly sophisticated and require simulations that equally advanced for successful experiments.
The reality is that computer-generated traffic underpinned by the old gadgets does not have the capacity to model the contemporary and sophisticated cyber espionage in large heterogeneous networks. At that point, it becomes paramount to deploy state-of-the-art methodologies to replicate DDoS related attacks. Essentially, a test bed simulator could be employed to depict DDoS attacks. Adopting the replication mechanism will be applied by different traffic generation standards such as the real-world traffic packets, virtual traffic flow and experiment adoption resolution [5] . Although most scholars use virtual simulators, most security-related researches utilize simulants or test bed. While this approach is rather pragmatic, because the replicated traffic reflects the actual DDoS assault traffic, the challenge comes with the hefty economic aspect and the required technological knowhow when it comes to installing and operating the controlling interface. The paper sets out to discuss various DDoS assault replication strategies to undertake broad and recurrent experiments that utilize commercial traffic-generation systems such as Spirent Test Center platform (STC) and configuration manual.
Some of researchers have used an existing DDoS Data set. It has been argued that most of the public data sets have redundant instances, thus make the detection and classification of the DDoS ineffectual [6] . The authors were also argued that no available data sets such as KDD 99 which include new DDoS types, such as HTTP flood and SIDDOS. In their research, they collected a new dataset which includes four types of attack UDP flood, Smurf, HTTP Flood and SIDDOS.
Moreover, they are a lack of public dataset. This can be affected testing and evaluating of IDSs. Many existing datasets such as KDD 99, DARPA and other public dataset, are uncontrollable, unmodifiable, and may contain old types of attack.
Mukkavilli, Shetty, and Hong [6] present an experimental platform designed for representing a practical interaction between cloud services and users. More-In network instruction detection, the anomaly based approach usually suffers from comparison, deployment, and evaluation that results from the publicly available network trace datasets that are less adequate. As a result of the cloud computing environments ubiquity in the cloud data centers, the impacts of the network attacks in the cloud data centers need to be assessed. Apparently, no publicly available dataset can capture the anomalous and normal traces of network in the interactions between cloud data centers and users. Evidently, some of the attacks that take place in the network include Port-scan, DDos, and the man-in-the-middle or ARP spoof. Even though several services such as infrastructure and software are offered by cloud computing to their customers, they also pose significant risks of security to client data and application beyond what is expected by the use of traditional on-premises architecture. Having access to the traces of network in the cloud can help in understanding these security risks.
The attack has a number of consequences. First, the efficiency of the site is significantly affected, the reputation of the organization goes down and lastly, there is a loss of revenue and productivity.
There exist publicly available datasets that researchers use for testing their technique and algorithm performance. Some of the datasets are obtained from real attacks while others are a consolidation of simulated attacks. However, there is need to note that the statistics provided by a dataset are usually different from the real features given by the real network traffic [7] . A comparison of the different datasets used in the simulation of DDoS attacks is shown in 
Background
An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) can be a software or hardware for monitoring and detection any thread against a system. There are two main approaches for detection. a signature/rule based detection and anomaly based detection.
However, a signature based detection technique compares known information to already captured signatures stored in the database. This technique is only able for detection of known attacks and has low false alarm. Unlike the first approach, an anomaly Based Intrusion Detection System observes the behavior of an event and determines any forms of anomalies. Thus, it is able to detect an unknown attack but with higher false alarm. Serpanos & Douligeris (2007) argue that despite the existence of different types of DDoS attacks, all have a primary role to hinder legitimate users from accessing internet traffic thereby making use of different resources. The authors note that DDoS attacks fall into three main categories: network attacks; protocol attacks; and application layer attacks. However, in our research paper, we will be focused on the main flooding attacks-HTTP flooding, ICMP attack, TCP SYN, and UDP flood.
A UDP flood describes a type of DDoS attack where a server is flooded with User Datagram Protocol packets in an attempt to overwhelm its ability to process the requests and respond appropriately. The server receives the UDP requests and keeps checking whether currently running programs are listening for requests at given ports and upon finding none, it responds with a destination unreachable message. With flooding of UDP requests, the server becomes overwhelmed and its capacity to process and respond to requests is hampered. Figure 1 shows a simple diagram of a UDP flood attack.
An ICMP attack on the other hand, describes a DDoS attack where a target resource is overwhelmed with ICMP packets, sending the packets at such a high rate without giving time to wait for reply. As the victim's server attempts to respond to requests, it becomes overwhelmed thereby shutting down. Figure 2 shows a simple diagram of an ICMP attack.
A TCP SYN flood attack exploits weaknesses in the TCP connection where instead of a SYN request being answered by a SYN-ACK response, multiple SYN requests are sent to a target forcing it to wait for responses thereby binding its resources until the response is received. Figure 3 shows a simple diagram of a TPC SYN flood attack.
HTTP flood attack exploits the HTTP GET or POST requests to attack a given resource. However, unlike the other flooding attacks that make use of spoofing techniques or compromised packets, a HTTP flood attack forces a resource to allocate. Figure 4 shows a simple diagram of an HTTP flood attack.
Overview of DDoS Attack Simulation Methods and Tools
Researchers and organization seeking to mitigate DDoS attacks usually simulate Journal of Information Security They proposed a method that used the dataset from the 1998 FiFa World cup to categorize traffic flow as either DOS attack or legitimate access [13] . They created an access matrix using the available HTTP traces. Their simulation proved to be more effective with an increase of 0.9% in average detection rate and 4.11% increase in false positive rate.
Pushback is another defense mechanism that uses congestion-control problem to shield against DDoS attacks. The approach uses the two steps namely detection and selective drop to simulate attacks. Researchers Kumarasamy and Asokan introduced puzzle solving as a preventive measure against DDoS attacks.
The puzzle method required a victim server to send a puzzle to a client sending traffic. The client gained access upon successfully solving the puzzle. When the target server determines a probable malicious client, it sends a complicated puzzle. The client is unable to solve the puzzle implying that the traffic by the client is not allowed through to the server. There is great reliance on machine learning algorithms to detect DDOS attacks [14] . • TCP floods done by randomizing all the 32-bits of the source IP address • Flood packets generated via random control flags WinCap and JpCap [18] TCP,UDP,ICMP TCP dump, UDP and ICMP dump
Traffic Generator Design and Implementation
• Windows based program for transmitting network traffic and protocol stack process new dataset will be collected including modern types of attack. A network simulator OMNET++ will be used in this work, because it can be worked with high confidence due to its capability of producing valid results that reflect a real environment. The collected data will be recorded for different types of attack that target the most critical network layers application and network. According to OMNeT++ website, "this simulator is an extensible, modular, component-based C++ simulation library and framework, primarily for building network simulators". Figure below is shown the Block Diagram the proposed system. The goal to use a simulation tool is to be developed as a traffic generator. The simulation was developed for the following attack HTTP, TCP-SYN, UDP flood and ICMP attacks. The main DDoS network topology design on MONET++ is illustrated in Figure 5 . OMNET++ simulation tool, code was developed to simulate DDoS attack. From Figure 5 , such topology was developed as a cloud environment which connected with different networks data centers. This cloud is developed to be configurable for any scenarios parameters. Six continents data centers are connected in relation to the internet cloud. These continents include North America, South America, Asia, Africa, Europe, and Australia servers. In this simulation, the internet parameters are set based on real-world internet. The internet plays the fundamental role of connecting the people across the globe. Figure 6 provides a demonstration of the outlook of network topology of each continent data center. There are Clients as bad clients (hackers), normal clients, and server/s connected through a router.
It is evident from Figure 6 that the network topology has both the bad and the general clients who are connected to the same server via the router. An example case, it is set up the number of clients to be ten irrespective of whether they are the bad or the general clients as a default.
Developing DDoS Attack Scenarios

1) UDP Flood Scenario
As an example scenario, the server of Africa set up with both the VICTIM server and the UDP Echo server. Therefore, all the bad clients start the UDP Therefore, all the bad clients (distributed hackers) will send 20 to 100 packets of messages per second to the victim server. The UDP attack will deny the victims' server service.
2) HTTP-GET/POST Attack Scenario
The HTTP protocol is one of the mostly used protocols that are supported by the application layer. Therefore, they are easily accessible from anywhere by using web applications. This makes the HTTP-GET attacks almost impossible to be detected by the classifying layer hence difficult to prevent. Besides, in most cases, the attackers send a legitimate request for service which acts as a usual user request for services from the server.
As an example, the server of Africa set up with both the VICTIM server and the HTTP WEB server. Thus, all the bad clients start the HTTP-GET Attack on that server. Figure 8 bad client. The attack application is shown as a general server; however, it performs the attacks on the victim server.
3) TCP-SYN Attack Scenario
The below figure is shown the TCP connection (TCP 3-shake).
In the TCP-SYN attack, the bad client first sends the SYN packet to a server.
For DDoS attack, after the bad client receives the SYN + ACK packet from the server, it sends the SYN packet instead of ACK packet. As results, the SYN backlog queue will be over on the server; therefore, the server will not be able to accept the general connection. As an example, the server of Africa was set up with both the VICTIM server and the TCP Echo server. All the bad clients start the TCP-SYN Attack on the server. Figure 9 shows the parameters of TCP-SYN attack. Besides, these parameters exist in the omnet.ini file. The TCP Session App was installed on the general clients and bad clients. However, the bad client changed all the packets installed to the SYN packet using the NIDS. Figure 10 shows the TCP connection diagram (TCP 3-shake).
As a note in the TCP-SYN attack scenario on OMNET++, a message dialog will be shown because bad clients initiate TCP-SYN attacks. When many SYN packets arrive in the server, it causes an overflow queue of the SYN backlog implying that the TCP-SYN attack is successful. The overflow of the queue causes the occurrence of an OMNET++ message, but this does not mean it is an error. S. Alzahrani, L. Hong
Result
After the simulation was developed, the traffic generator was ready for generation of normal and attack data. We were running the generator for a long time to get big data so the data will be increased as much we want based on running the generator. Table 3 summarizes the results of the simulation. The features of the data can be used for developing an IDS and evaluation.
Conclusion and Future Work
There are unlimited tools used to simulate real DDoS attacks in an effort to create business recovery plans in the even to a DDoS attack. However, the choice of the tool to use is determined on the type of attack that one plans to undertake.
Further, there exist a plethora of datasets for previous real attacks and simulation attacks. Each attack has its attack vector. The scholar is thus supposed to check the best tool to use for the simulation process. The results of a Systems will be developed and tested using the DDoS traffic generator for detection and evaluation.
